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QUESTION 1

Universal containers wants to unify channels and manage agent workload with omni- channel routing.what required step
should a consultant address before configuring omni channel. 

What required step should a consultant address before configuring omni channel? 

A. Create SF cases to have omni channel enabled 

B. create the necessary objects in SF 

C. customize service channel settings to define how the org receives work various sources 

D. From setup select omni channel and select enable omni channel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

UC\\'s support team requires its customers to submit their support inquiries via free form email (Outlook, Gmail, Yahoo,
etc.). Additional requirements are listed below: 

1.

 Support attachments up to 20MB per inquiry 

2.

 Over 10,000 inquiries per day 

Which solution should a consultant recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Email-to-Case 

B. Web-to-Case 

C. On-Demand Email-to-Case 

D. Customer Chatter groups 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers has a service level agreement (SLA) with customers that requires an agent to take ownership of
and respond to incoming cases within two hours of case creation. Which solution will help Universal Containers meet its
SLA? 

A. Use case auto-response rules to send an email to support managers within one hour of case creation. 

B. Assign cases to queues and use escalation rules to escalate cases that have NOT been accepted by an agent within
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one hour. 

C. Create a workflow rule to send an email to support managers when a case is created and assigned to a queue. 

D. Create a workflow rule to assign a task to all members of a queue if a case has NOT been accepted by an agent
within one hour. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers wants to monitor customers\\' social media reactions and opinions. Agents also want to see recent
cases that the customer as logged. 

What feature should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Omni-Channel 

B. Social Conversation Component 

C. AppExchange solution 

D. Custom Lightning Component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to satisfy the internal Enterprise Security requirements, Universal Containers would like to conduct a Disaster
Recovery and Business Continuity exercise with Salesforce. This would involve taking the production copy and making
sure agents can work from the production copy until production is restored. The results of the exercise are provided to
Enterprise Security as part of an annual audit. 

What should a Consultant recommend to support this exercise? 

A. Allow the exercise to be done in a Production instance 

B. Use a Full copy sandbox for the DR exercise 

C. Use a Partial sandbox for the DR exercise 

D. Use a Developer Pro sandbox for the DR exercise 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two configuration steps are required before Quick Actions can be used in Macros? Choose 2 answers 

A. The specific Quick Action must be added to the Case Feed. 
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B. Global Actions need to be on the publisher layout. 

C. The specific Quick Action must be added to the Case record page. 

D. Quick Actions must be enabled in the org. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers plans to migrate its existing knowledge base into Salesforce Knowledge. 

Which three statements must be considered? 

Choose three answers 

A. A separate .csv import file is uploaded for each data category 

B. Attachments and .html files must be referenced in a corresponding .zip file 

C. Each article must be associated to an article type 

D. One .csv import file is uploaded for all article types 

E. A separate .csv import file is uploaded for each article type 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers wants to let its customers interact real-time with support agents from their computers and mobile
devices. 

What feature should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Web-to-Case 

B. Embedded Chat Service 

C. Customer Community 

D. Case Assignment Rules 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers wants to track customer satisfaction (CSAT). Which solution will automate the process for support
agents to survey customers when cases are closed? 

A. Enable the case survey object for the customer portal 
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B. Utilize an AppExchange package to handle customer surveys 

C. Create a validation rule for case survey email templates 

D. Modify the user interface settings for the case survey sidebar 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Support engineers need to see a complete chronological list of field edits to a case, associated emails, case comments,
and field edits to related objects in a single view while working on a case. How should this requirement be met? 

A. Create a custom related list on the case. 

B. Create a custom view on the Case tab. 

C. Create a custom Visualforce page. 

D. Create a custom report. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

UC is initiating a program to improve customer satisfaction. As part of the program, customers must be surveyed after
the case is closed to ensure the customer is satisfied and the issue has been resolved. What solution should a
consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Use workflow rules to send an email to the customer 

B. Use escalation rules to assign the case to a case queue 

C. Use auto-response rules to send an email to the customer 

D. Use assignment rules to assign the case to a case queue 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal container support manager wants to share product specific information with their customers using
communities. Choose 3 Answers 

A. Publish articles to external channels 

B. Assign article types to the communities 

C. Enable public solutions. 

D. Configure content library permissions 
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E. Enable article deliveries 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 13

What metrics should a contact center manager consider to measure adoption of Salesforce Knowledge? (Choose 2) 

A. Number of cases escalated by agent 

B. Number of articles created by agent 

C. Number of articles attached to a case 

D. Number of solutions created by agent 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

A support agent has a detailed question about product functionality. The agent needs to access a real-time response
from internal subject matter experts. Which feature will help the support agent send this question to the right group of
people? 

A. Mass Email 

B. Chatter Groups 

C. Public Groups 

D. Escalation Rules 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What are two benefits of deploying Knowledge in Customer Communities? 

A. Reduces incoming call volume 

B. Replaces the need for an email channel 

C. Eliminates tracking of customer entitlements 

D. Uncovers gap in the knowledge base 

Correct Answer: AB 
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